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1 Introduction
The debate on the Internet technology of objects is steadily increasing, and numerous 
research works have been done on this technology. This technology introduces an intel-
ligent management and has a variety of models, including those models having many 
uses such as radio waves and bar codes [1]. The IoT these days has created a situation in 
which the lifeless things around us interact with and know each other [2]. These physi-
cal objects can be interconnected in a variety of ways, and some of them are: Wireless 
Fidelity, Radio Frequency Identification, and Quick Response Code [1]. The IoT has 
many uses in our society and today’s life, including smart homes, smart cities, industrial 
Internet, connected machines, smart networks, intelligent retail, smart health, etc. The 
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devices used in IOT communicate by radio communications, and security in such a net-
work is low. However, the data transmitted in theme are of high importance; therefore, it 
is essential to provide a solid security scheme for these networks.

The RFID, discussed in research work, uses the wireless communication channels 
between cards and card readers; depending on the type of communication, it is deter-
mined that the transmitting space of spatial information is completely open and vulner-
able and numerous attacks can threaten this connection; some of these probable attacks 
can be: eavesdropping, tracking and network scanning [3]. Therefore, there are many 
ways to secure this technology. An advantage of RFID technology is that if there is a 
direct distance, the objects can be identified and interconnected without contacting each 
other; this can be done using radio waves. Generally, a complete RFID system consists of 
three parts: card, card reader and a backup server or database. The cards can be divided 
into two active and passive categories according to their power supply; in addition, cards 
can use low-frequency waves, high-frequency waves or super-high-frequency waves. [3].

Several articles have used various cryptographies to provide security for RFID tech-
nology, some of them have used ECC, which is of asymmetric algorithms [4–8], and 
some of them are based on symmetric algorithms [9, 10]. ECC is a public key encryption 
approach based on the algebraic structure of elliptic curves in finite fields. ECCs also 
require smaller keys to provide relative security; this is the reason for its superiority [11, 
12]. For current cryptographic purposes, an elliptic curve has been placed on a finite 
field (instead of actual numbers), where the points of interest have been specified along 
an infinite point. The use of an elliptic curve for cryptography was proposed by Neal 
Koblitz and Victor S. Miller in 1985. The elliptic curve started to be widely used in cryp-
tography between 2004 and 2005 [13, 14]. The first RFID authentication protocol, being 
based on the elliptic curve algorithm, was presented by Tuyls and Banita [15]. Banita 
et al. presented a similar scheme of elliptic curve in 2007 using the Okamoto authen-
tication scheme, but their protocols had problems that violated privacy [1]. Recently, 
papers such as Alamr et al. [3] and Liao [16] have used ECC for RFID authentication; 
however, they have had many computational costs. Another study proposed by Yang [17] 
addresses the problems of the Kaur [18] scheme which has a high computational cost. 
Yang [17] has made changes to the Kaur scheme and presented a new scheme reducing 
the high cost of computation.

A recent study done by Sowjanya et al. [19] has reviewed protocol proposed by Li et al. 
[20]. They have reviewed Li’s “ECC” and then questioned security problems such as man in 
the middle and lack of mutual authentication. Finally, they have proposed a new authentica-
tion protocol using ECC for monitoring of the healthcare system, having a lower computa-
tional cost. It has three phases: initialization, registration and authentication. Although it is 
a good protocol, it has a high computational cost. Dang et al. [21] who has developed Wang 
et al. protocol [22] have utilized ECC and cloud servers. They claimed that their scheme is 
energy efficient, but it has high computational cost. Li et al. [23] have also proposed another 
protocol for mutual authentication in distant healthcare system using cloud servers, but 
their scheme has high communicative cost. It also suffers from some security problems 
like forging attack, lack of message authentication, and session key threatening. Kumara 
et al. [24] also proposed another protocol. They have reviewed and discussed Li et al. [23] 
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security problem scheme. They have decreased the communication cost and also resolved 
the security problems.

Recently, another protocol has been proposed by Noori et al. [25] which has a lower com-
putational cost rather than other schemes. Furthermore, unlike most of the previous works, 
this protocol has 3 phases including: initialization, authentication and scalability phase. 
Some of key advantages of this protocol are that: This protocol is faster than other ones, 
and various attacks are considered in this protocol. Chinnasamy et al. [26] also proposed 
another protocol. They combine elliptic curve and Blowfish cryptography. In the combined 
algorithm of these authors, it is claimed that it has high confidentiality and security for 
patient data. In another protocol proposed by Dhanda et al. [27], the method of ECC has 
been compared with other Black Cypher methods, in which ECC and AES have been the 
most suitable lightweight cryptographic methods.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows: In subsection 1.2, first, we review A.A. 
Alamr et  al. scheme. Next, in Sect.  2 we discussed about the method and the proposed 
scheme, including the initialization phase and the authentication phase; then, the analysis 
of the proposed solution as well as security and its efficiency have been addressed in Sect. 3, 
and finally, we presented the conclusions in Sect. 4.

1.1  Review of Alamr’s scheme

The Alamr et al. [3]. scheme is made up of two phases of initialization and authentication. 
The signs are shown in Table 1 to have a better view.

1.1.1  Initialization phase

In this phase, the server generates system parameters. To do this, the server selects a ran-
dom number PrR ∈ FP as the private key of the card reader, and then, using Eq. (1), it gener-
ates a public key for the card reader:

In addition, the server selects a random number PrT ∈ FP as the private key of card, and 
then, using Eq. (2), it generates a public key for the card as well:

(1)PuR = PrRP

(2)PuT = PrT P

Table 1 Definition of notations used in the Alamr scheme [3]

Notation Definition

GF(p) Galois field

N Elliptic curve order

P Elliptic curve base point

a,b Cofactors of elliptic curve equa-
tion “part of the ECC common 
parameters”

PrR Private key card reader

PuR Public key card reader

PrT Private key card

PuT Public key card
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Then, the card and the card reader store their pair of keys in their memories, as well as 
the system parameters and parameters required in Table 2.

1.1.2  Authentication phase

This phase includes the following steps:
Step 1 The card reader generates a random number that is given in Eq. (3) and then cal-

culates a point on an elliptic curve such as Eq. (4), and then, the card reader sends R1 to the 
card.

Step 2 Once R1 is received by card from the card reader, it generates a random number 
mentioned in Eq. (5) and then calculates a point on the elliptic curve such as Eq. (6). In the 
next step, the card creates 2 secret key using Eq.  (7); then, the secret keys are encrypted 
using Eq. (8), and in the final step, the card sends C1,T1 to the card reader.

Step 3 Once T1 and C1 are received, the card reader generates two temporary secret keys 
to reconstruct the encryption keys shown in (9) and then calculates Eq. (10) and compares 
it with Eq. (8); if they are the same, then the card will be authenticated (11). Next, the card 
reader calculates Eq. (12); in addition, it produces a new random number (13) and an ellip-
tic curve point (14) for being used in the key agreement. After that, the card reader sends 
C2,R2 to the card.

(3)r1 ∈ FP

(4)R1 = r1.P

(5)t1 ∈ FP

(6)T1 = t1.P

(7)SK1T = PrT .R1, SK2T = t1.R1

(8)C1 = SK1T + SK2T

(9)SK1R = r1.PuT , SK2R = r1.T1

(10)X = SK1R + SK2R

(11)X = C1

(12)C2 = T1.PrR

Table 2 System parameters Alamr scheme [3]

System parameters PuR , P, n

Card reader storage PuR , PrR , PuT , P, n

Card storage PuT , PrT , PuR , P, n
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Step 4 The card calculates Eq. (15) and compares it with (12); if the result is the same, 
then the card reader is also authenticated (16).

Step 5 Then, the agreed keys are formed between the two sides, the card’s key is equal 
to Eq. (17) and the card reader’s is equal to (18).

1.1.3  The costs of A.A. Alamr’s scheme

The costs of this scheme as indicated by Alamr itself have 3 random numbers, 9 multipli-
cations and 2 additions of the elliptic curve points, without hashing process.

The authentication phase of Alamr scheme [3] is illustrated in Fig. 1.

(13)r2 ∈ FP

(14)R2 = r2P

(15)Y = t1.PuR

(16)C2 = Y

(17)TKag = t1.R2

(18)RKag = r2.T1

Fig. 1 The authentication protocol of Alamr scheme [3]
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2  Methods
Lately, a scheme has been proposed by Alamr et al. [3], which has used an ECC algo-
rithm for RFID authentication, being described as a good scheme. However, after hav-
ing studied and reviewed this reference carefully, we found that the proposed scheme 
had higher computational costs, higher communication cost, and higher elliptic curve 
point multiplication running time while operating.

Thus, we propose a scheme based on the present research that has two phases: the 
Initialization phase and the authentication phase. Our scheme, providing the neces-
sary security, has several benefits: It has reduced the computational and communi-
cation cost and lowered elliptic curve point multiplication running time. The Alamr 
scheme is discussed in detail in Sect. 1.2.

The signs are shown in Table 3 to have a better view.

2.1  Initialization phase

In this phase, the server generates system parameters. To do this, the server selects 
a random number PrR ∈ FP as the private key of the card reader. Then, a public key is 
generated for the card reader using Eq. (19) as follows:

The server also selects a random number PrT ∈ FP as the private key of the card. 
Then, a public key is generated for the card using Eq. (20):

(19)PuR = PrRP

(20)PuT = PrT P

Table 3 Definition of notations used in the proposed scheme

Notation Definition

GF(p) Galois field

N Elliptic curve order

P Elliptic curve base point

a,b Cofactors of elliptic curve equa-
tion “part of the ECC common 
parameters”

PrR Private key card reader

PuR Public key card reader

PrT Private key card

PuT Public key card

H Hash function

Table 4 System parameters

System parameters PuR , P, n,H

Card reader storage PuR , PrR , PuT , P, n,H

Card storage PuT , PrT , PuR , P, n,H
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Then, the card and card reader store their pair of keys with the system parameters 
and parameters required in Table 4 in their memory.

2.2  Authentication phase

This phase includes the following steps:
Step 1 The card reader generates a random number produced by Eq.  (21) and next 

calculates a point on the elliptic curve, such as Eq. (22), and then, R is sent to the card by 
the card reader.

Step 2 After the card receives R from the card reader, it generates a random number 
being mentioned in Eq.  (23) and then calculates a point on the elliptic curve such as 
Eq. (24). In the next step, the card creates a secret key through Eq. (25), and finally, the 
card calculates Eq. (26) for the encryption of the secret key and then sends C1,T  to the 
card reader.

Step 3 After receiving T and C1 , the card reader generates a secret key for reconstruct-
ing the encrypted key shown in Eq. (27),and then, it calculates Eq. (28) and compares it 
with Eq. (26). If they were identical, then the card is authenticated (29). Next, the card 
reader creates a secret key given in Eq. (30) and then calculates Eq. (31). After that, the 
card reader sends C2 to the card.

Step 4 The card calculates the secret key using Eq. (32) and uses it to calculate Eq. (33) 
and then compares it with Eq. (31); if they are the same, the card reader is authenticated 
as well (34).

(21)r ∈ FP

(22)
R = r.P

(23)t ∈ FP

(24)
T = t.P

(25)SK1T = R.PrT

(26)C1 = H(SK1T ,T ,R)

(27)SK2T = r.PuT

(28)X = H(SK2T ,T ,R)

(29)X = C1

(30)SK1R = T .PrR

(31)C2 = H(SK1R,X)
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Step 5 Then, agreed keys are formed between the two sides, the side of the card is 
equal to Eq. (35) and the side of the card reader is equal to Eq. (36).

The authentication phase of proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.

2.3  The costs of proposed scheme

As it is known, the proposed scheme has two random numbers, 6 multiplications as well 
as 4 hashing processes.

3  Security and performance results and discussion
3.1  Security

In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with recent articles based on some 
of the important security requirements, such as mutual authentication, confidentiality, 

(32)SK2R = t.PuR

(33)Y = H(SK2R,C1)

(34)C2 = Y

(35)TKag = t.R

(36)RKag = r.T

Fig. 2 The proposed authentication protocol
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anonymity, availability, data integrity, privacy and forward security; moreover, the resist-
ance of the proposed scheme to some major attacks has been scrutinized, including 
man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack, DoS attack and forging attack. Furthermore, in 
order to confirm the security of the proposed scheme against active and inactive attacks, 
we will use AVISPA software and HLPSL descriptor language.

In these networks, forging attacks are hard to detect, as the ID of the licensed card is 
forged in this attack. Now, let us assume the attacker is trying to get the card’s secret key; 
to do this the attacker should solve the discrete logarithm for the elliptic curve. Given 
the resistance of the discrete logarithm for the elliptic curve, as outlined in Johnson [28] 
and Barker [29], the proposed scheme will be reliable against this attack.

3.1.1  Man‑in‑the‑middle attack

In this attack, the attacker tries to destroy the communication channel between the card 
and the card reader. In this case, the attacker cannot extract any useful information that 
triggers the attack. If we assume that the attacker gets C1 while exchanging, based on 
ECDLP, the attacker cannot get the private key to use it and communicate with the card 
reader and cannot calculate the correct X value if he/she uses an invalid private key for 
the card reader.

3.1.2  Replay attack

In this attack, the attacker tries to use a repeated message in the network and perform 
the authentication process. Since the random number is generated for each connec-
tion, the attacker cannot use repeated messages. As an example, imagine an attacker has 
received all the messages exchanged between the card and the card reader in one ses-
sion. Now, the attacker wants to prove itself as permitted card in the new session by T, 
C1 parameters from the previous session. The card reader then will be able to identify the 
attacker by C1.

Figure 3 shows illegal card identification. Also, if the attacker wants to prove itself by 
C2,R from the previous session as permitted card reader in new session, the card will be 
able to identify it by C2 parameter.

X  = C1,

H(SK2T ,T ,R)  = H(SK1T ,T ,R),

H

�

rnew.P.PuT ,

�

told.P,

�

rnew.P  = H

×

rold.P.PrT ,

�

told.P,

×

rold.P

Y  = C2

H(SK2R,C1)  = H(SK1R,X)

H(t.PuR ,H(SK1T ,T ,R))  = H(T .PrR ,H(SK2T ,T ,R))
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As a result, the proposed protocol is resistant to replay attack. Figure 4 shows illegal 
card reader identification.

3.1.3  Mutual authentication

In the proposed protocol, if the value of X is equal to C1 , the card reader will be able to 
authenticate the card:

H(t.PuR ,H(R.PrT ,T ,R))  = H(T .PrR ,H(r.PuT ,T ,R))

H





�
� �� �

tnew.PuR ,H





�
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� �� �
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×
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Fig. 3 Illegal card identification

Fig. 4 Illegal card reader identification
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In addition, the card can also validate the card reader using Y and C2 values if these 
two values are equal:

3.1.4  Confidentiality

Based on ECDLP, the attacker cannot retrieve the private key from the messages.

3.1.5  Anonymity

It can be said that anonymity is one of the subtypes of confidentiality. Since a new ran-
dom number is generated at each step, the attacker cannot guess the private key and ID.

3.1.6  Forward security

If we assume that the attacker has acquired the private and public keys of the card with 
a physical attack, he cannot predict the previously exchanged messages of the card, 
because he does not know the random number generated and used.

3.1.7  Location privacy

The variety of messaging between the card and the card reader, as well as the rules in the 
ECDLP, make it very difficult for the attacker to track the card.

3.1.8  Data integrity

In data integrity, the data exchanged between card reader and card must not be changed 
by the attacker. In the proposed protocol, public and private keys have already been 
loaded in both card reader and card and keys including  C1,C2, SK1T , SK2T , SK1R, SK2R 
have been generated by them at the authentication phase. This means that any change 

X = C1,

H(SK2T ,T ,R) = H(SK1T ,T ,R),

H
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done by attacker on encrypted data will mismatch at the receiver side. Therefore, the 
attack will be detected. Because of this, the proposed protocol is strong enough against 
this attack and can guarantee the data integrity.

3.1.9  Denial of service attack

As no secret keys in card or even card reader in our proposed protocol is updated con-
currently, it is then resistant to DoS attack [25, 30]. Also, imagine an attacker wants to 
down the authentication between the card and the card reader by DoS attack. As our 
proposed scheme has mutual authentication, it is then able to resist to DoS attack. To do 
that, the attacker must in fact change one of these keys: SK1T , SK2T , SK1R, SK2R . How-
ever, this is an impossibility because of ECDLP. As a result, DoS attack is not possible on 
our proposed protocol.

3.1.10  Availability

As mentioned before, no secret keys in our proposed protocol are updated synchro-
nously, and it can then run between the card and the card reader and is also available. 
Table  5 shows the security comparison between related protocols and the proposed 
method:

3.2  Performance

To evaluate the performance, we have compared our proposed method with similar 
recent research papers such as Alamr [3], Liao [16], Sowjanya [19] and Dang [21]. We 
estimated the computation costs, communication costs, data storage costs and the exe-
cution time of the elliptical curve point multiplication of authentication phase for each 
of the five methods, for both the card reader and card. In Table 6, we present some of the 
various symbols used in this section.

On the other hand, according to the methods proposed in NikooGhadam et al. and 
Koblitz et al. [31, 32], the complexity of time for implementation of various operational 
phases has been calculated using modular exponentiation. The results are specified in 
Table 7.

Table 5 Security comparison among related protocols

Item Proposed 
scheme

Alamr [3] Liao [16] Sowjanya [19] Dang 
[21]

Confidentiality YES YES YES YES YES

Data integrity YES No No – –

Availability YES No YES No No

Anonymity YES YES No YES No

Forwards security YES YES YES YES YES

Location privacy YES YES YES No No

Avoiding forgery attack YES YES YES YES YES

Avoiding replay attack YES YES YES YES YES

Mutual authentication YES YES YES YES YES

Avoiding Man-in-the-middle attack YES YES No YES YES

Avoiding DoS attack YES No YES YES No
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The comparison between five methods is shown in Table 8. Since all of the public and 
private keys and other main parameters are loaded into the card and card reader in the 
initialization phase, thus, the computational cost of the private and public keys and other 
parameters are zero. In the authentication phase of our method, the computational cost 
is 4 TH + 6 TPM for the card and card reader. Therefore, our proposed method has lower 
computational cost, when compared to other methods.

It is also possible to calculate the execution time of the most complex operations on 
elliptic curve, that is, the elliptic curve point multiplication in milliseconds. For instance, 
we assume that all of the related articles use an elliptic curve with an equal key length of 
160 bits. The execution time of the elliptical curve point multiplication on 5 MHZ cards 
equals 0.064 s [33]. The running time of the elliptic curve point multiplication among 
the related protocols for both the card and the card reader is given in Table 9.

Also, in proposed protocol, the communication cost between tag and card reader 
at the authentication phase has been calculated by the message length calcula-
tion which was sent. In our proposed protocol, messages C1, R, T,C2 are exchanged 
between card and card reader at the authentication phase. As it is known that the 
elliptic curve has X and Y coordinates. If we imagine the elliptic curve length is 

Table 6 Definition of some notations used in performance evaluation of the proposed scheme

The Hash computation cost ( TH ) is much less than the private and public keys computation costs ( TPU and TPR)

Notation Definition

TH Hash computation time

TE Elliptic curve polynomial computation time

TPA Elliptic curve point addition computation time

TPM Elliptic curve point multiplication computation time

TPR Private key computation time

TPU Public key computation time

Table 7 Unit conversion of various operations in terms of TMUL

Time complexity of an arithmetic unit Time complexity in terms 
of modular multiplication

TPM 1200 TMUL

TPA 5 TMUL

TH Negligible

Table 8 Performance comparison of computation costs among related protocols in authentication 
phase

Time complexity Time 
complexity in 
unit of TMUL

Liao [16] 10TPM + 4TPA [12000+ 20]TMUL

Alamr [3] 9TPM + 2TPA [10800+ 10]TMUL

Sowjanya [19] 9TPM + 2TH [10800]TMUL

Dang [21] 8TPM + 9TH [9600]TMUL

Proposed scheme 6TPM + 4TH [7200]TMUL
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160 bits, we will then have 320 bits. Consequently, our communication cost will be: 
320 + 160 + 160 + 320 = 960, whereas Alamr’s communication cost sum is 320 + 320 
+ 320 + 320 + 320 = 1600. Table 10 shows list of variables and their values in bits.

The communication cost among related protocols in authentication phase is shown 
in Table 11.

We have also calculated information storage cost for card reader and card in our 
proposed protocol. Cards must store parameters like PuT ,PrT ,PuR ,P, n,H , a, b, q as 
they do in Alamr’s scheme. A parameter named H has been added to it, and the sum 
is then 2080 bits. Card reader’s cost is exactly similar to Alamr’s scheme. The only 
difference is that parameter H has been added to it. Parameter J indicates how many 
cards there are. Table 12 shows information storage cost among related protocols.

Table 9 The running time of the elliptic curve point multiplication among related protocols in 
authentication phase

Running time of the elliptic curve point multiplication Total

Tag Reader

Liao [16] 5TPM = 5 ∗ 64 = 320 5TPM = 5 ∗ 64 = 320 640(ms)

Alamr [3] 4TPM = 4 ∗ 64 = 256 5TPM = 5 ∗ 64 = 320 576(ms)

Sowjanya [19] 3TPM = 3 ∗ 64 = 192 6TPM = 6 ∗ 64 = 384 576(ms)

Dang [21] 5TPM = 5 ∗ 64 = 320 3TPM = 3 ∗ 64 = 192 512(ms)

Proposed scheme 3TPM = 3 ∗ 64 = 192 3TPM = 3 ∗ 64 = 192 384(ms)

Table 10 List of variables and their values

Notation values (bits)

Common parameters:a, b, q, n 160,160,160,160

P : basepointonellipticcurve 320

Private key of the server/reader 160

Public key of the server/reader 320

Private key of the tag 160

Public key of the tag 320

Hash function 160

Symmetric encryption/decryption/session keys 128

Table 11 Comparison of communication cost among related protocols in authentication phase

Tag (bits) Reader (bits) Total 
communication 
cost

Liao [16] 640 640 1280

Alamr [3] 640 960 1600

Sowjanya [19] 640 480 1120

Dang [21] 1248 128 1376

Proposed scheme 480 480 960
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3.3  Simulation using AVISPA tool

The AVISPA simulation tool is an extensively used security verification software 
which checks whether the authentication protocol is SAFE or UNSAFE against any 
active and passive attacks. The high-level language supported by this tool is High-
Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) [19].

AVISPA software is deployed as a simulator to assess the security of different pro-
tocols and determine whether or not different security protocols are secure. For the 
proposed scheme, the authentication steps for all the main roles, the card and the 
card reader have been written in HLPSL, and finally, the input codes were entered 
into the AVISPA software. The output of the proposed scheme is secure confirming 
the security of the proposed scheme against various attacks. The role of writing for 
the card reader is shown in Fig. 5.

The role of writing for the card is shown in Fig. 6; in the end, the characteristics of 
the roles and the working session between them for authentication are given in Fig. 7.

Table 12 Comparison of data storage cost among related protocols in authentication phase

Tag (bits) Reader (bits) Total storage cost

Liao [16] 1760 1120 + 480j 2880 + 480j

Alamr [3] 1920 1120 + 320j 3040 + 320j

Sowjanya [19] 2368 1568 + 320j 3936 + 320j

Dang [21] 1600 1760 + 320j 3360 + 320j

Proposed scheme 2080 1280 + 320j 3360 + 320j

Fig. 5 Authentication steps for the card reader in HLPSL
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Then, for each role, the written codes were entered into AVISPA software and a safe out-
put was obtained by the software. Figure 8 shows the entered codes into the AVISPA soft-
ware, and Figs. 9 and 10 display the output using OFDM and ATSE, respectively.

Fig. 6 Authentication steps for the card in HLPSL

Fig. 7 The characteristics of the roles and the working session between card and card reader for 
authentication
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4  Conclusion
Using ECC in smart cards can be highly effective in maintaining information security in 
different networks. Medical networks are obvious examples in which patient informa-
tion is of great importance. In this paper, we have presented a scheme based on the ECC, 
which has a lower computational and communication cost and also lower elliptic curve 
point multiplication running time compared to the other present protocols. Data storage 
cost has also been analyzed and examined in this proposed protocol. Security require-
ments such as mutual authentication, confidentiality, data integrity, availability, anonym-
ity, forwards security, location privacy, avoiding forgery attack, avoiding replay attack, 
avoiding man-in-the-middle attack and avoiding DoS attack have been considered, 

Fig. 8 Entered codes into the AVISPA software

Fig. 9 Output of the proposed protocol using OFDM
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which provide a reasonable security for RFID authentication in networks based on IoT. 
AVISPA software was also used for security analysis of the proposed protocol, and a safe 
output was obtained by the software. For future work, a hardware implementation can 
also be done in order to evaluate precise security and computational cost of the pro-
posed method.
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